
 

 

 

 

 

 

Prepositions & Adj.   

1 Review  

2 Groups – Discuss  

3 Exercise  

  



 

 

 

 

 

 
Associated  with He has symptoms associated with pneumonia  

Symptomatic  of Her cough and fever are symptomatic of an underlying infection 

Susceptible to He is susceptible to depression and anxiety 

Prone to She is prone to developing the same condition 

Risk [noun] At / of He is at risk of future falls if he does not receive proper care.  

Consistent [what 
you would expect] 

With  The symptoms are consistent with a diagnosis of rheumatoid 

arthritis 

Indicative [sign of] of The presence of blood in the urine is indicative of a possible kidney 

problem. 

Responsive to His condition improved significantly after receiving the appropriate 

treatment, indicating that they are responsive __ the medication. 

Infected  with She appears to have been infected with bacteria after the 

procedure  

Subject  To  precautions must be taken or he could be subject to 

difficulties as his condition progresses. 

Vulnerable  to Elderly individuals are particularly vulnerable to  complications from 

influenza. 

Concerned  About/ 
Regarding 
 
(with - 
unusual)  

There was some concern about Mr Smith’s sudden weight loss and 

fatigue, prompting further investigation. 

 

This is a way to avoid talking about yourself 

Conducive [helpful / 
good situation ] 

to A quiet and peaceful environment is conducive to his recovery in the 

hospital. 

Tolerant  of The patient has shown to be tolerant of  the prescribed medication 

with minimal side effects. 

 

What is a suffix? 

 

End of a word:  

-able 

-ive 

-ed  = verb & adject 

 

‘bored’ 

 

PASSIVE: 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

She was + V3 + by  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TEST: fill in the blanks using the vocab 

Mr Green’s symptoms, including fever and cough, are associated with an 

underlying respiratory infection. As an elderly individual, he is more 

susceptible to complications from viral illnesses due to a weakened 

immune system, making him particularly vulnerable to respiratory 

infections. He was recently exposed to someone with the flu, putting him 

at risk of contracting the virus himself. There is some concern about his 

condition and closely monitoring his respiratory status. A clean and quiet 

hospital environment is conducive to his recovery and overall well-being. 

He has been tolerant of  the prescribed antibiotics, and his fever has 

improved, indicating that he is responsive to treatment. However, 

precautions must be taken or he could be subject to difficulties as his 

condition progresses. 

 

 

                       1 person (not here) 

                       2 likely or prone  

                       3 dependent  

 
 
 
 
 
 

Associated + prep 

Symptomatic  

Susceptible  

Prone  

Risk  

Consistent  

Indicative  

Responsive  

Infected  

Subject  

Vulnerable  

Concerned  

Conducive  

Tolerant 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

THINKING… 1 minute 

What prepositions do I need? 

 

1. On admission 2. to the emergency department, Mr Jones was transferred 3. to 

the cardiology department 4. for further investigation of chest pain. The team 

will closely monitor Mr Jones’ progress after starting the new medication 

regimen. Dr. Smith needs to assess the patient's symptoms before making a 

definitive diagnosis. The specialist was consulted to evaluate the appropriate 

treatment plan 5. for the rare condition identified. The pediatrician will refer 

the child 6. to a neurologist for evaluation of the seizure disorder. The doctor 

prescribed a course of antibiotics 7. for the patient's bacterial infection. The 

team of physicians will manage Mr Jones’ care during the recovery period. It's 

essential to follow up patients regularly to ensure treatment effectiveness. The 

oncologist was able to diagnose him 8. for treatment. The rheumatologist will 

treat the patient's arthritis 9. with a combination of medication and physical 

therapy. 

 

More natural sounding = like a native  

 

 


